A finite group G is said to satisfy C π for a set of primes π, if G possesses exactly one class of conjugate π-Hall subgroups. In the paper we obtain a criterion for a finite group G to satisfy C π in terms of a normal series of the group.
to be closed under normal subgroups and homomorphic images (see Lemma 4(1)), but not closed under extensions in general (see [4, Ch. V, Example 2] ). In [5, Theorem 3.5] and [6, Corollary 6] it is proven that, if 1 = G 0 < G 1 < . . . < G n = G is a composition series of G that is a refinement of a chief series, then G satisfies E π if and only if Aut G (G i /G i−1 ) satisfies E π for each i = 1, . . . , n.
The class of C π -groups is closed under extensions (see Lemma 5) but not closed under normal subgroups in general (see the example below). In the present paper, by using the classification of finite simple groups, we show that the class of C π -groups is closed under homomorphic images (mod CFSG, see Lemma 9), and give a criterion for a finite group to satisfy C π in terms of a normal series of the group. The main result is the following: Theorem 1. (mod CFSG) Let π be a set of primes, let H be a π-Hall subgroup, and A be a normal subgroup of a C π -group G. Then HA ∈ C π .
Corollary 2. (a conjugacy criterion for Hall subgroups, mod CFSG)
. Let π be a set of primes and let A be a normal subgroup of G. Then G ∈ C π if and only if G/A ∈ C π and, for a π-Hall 2 subgroup K/A of G/A its complete preimage K satisfies C π . In particular, if |G : A| is a π ′ -number, then G ∈ C π if and only if A ∈ C π .
Using the corollary, at the end of the paper we give an algorithm that reduces the problem whether a finite groups satisfies C π to the same problem in some almost simple groups. In view of Theorem 1 notice that we do not know any counterexample to the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 3. Let π be a set of primes and let A be a (not necessary normal) subgroup of a finite C π -group G containing a π-Hall subgroup of G. Then A ∈ C π .
In the hypothesis the condition that A includes a π-Hall subgroup of G cannot be weaken by the condition that the index of A is a π ′ -number. Indeed, consider B 3 (q) ≃ PΩ 7 (q), where q − 1 is divisible by 12 and is not divisible by 8 and 9. In view of [2, Lemma 6.2], PΩ 7 (q) is a C {2,3} -group and its {2, 3}-Hall subgroup is included in a monomial subgroup. On the other hand, Ω 7 (2) is known to be isomorphic to a subgroup of PΩ 7 (q) and, under the above stated conditions on q, its index is not divisible by 2 and 3. However Ω 7 (2) does not possess a {2, 3}-Hall subgroup, i.e., it is not even an E {2,3} -group.
Notations and preliminary results
By π we always denote a set of primes, and the term "group" always means a finite group.
The lemmas below are known and their proof do not refer to the classification of finite simple groups. (1) If H is a π-Hall subgroup of G then H ∩ A is a π-Hall subgroup of A, while HA/A is a π-Hall subgroup of G/A.
(2) If all factors of a subnormal series of G are either π-or π ′ -groups then G ∈ D π .
Notice that (2) of Lemma 4 follows from the famous Chunikhin's theorem on π-solvable groups and the Feit-Thompson Odd Order Theorem.
Lemma 5. (Chunikhin; see also [1, Theorems C1 and C2] or [4, Ch. V, (3.12)]) Let A be a subnormal subgroup of G. If both A and G/A satisfy C π , then G ∈ C π . Lemma 6. [3, Lemma 2.1(e)] Let A be a normal subgroup of G such that G/A is a π-group and let M be a π-Hall subgroup of A. Then a π-Hall subgroup H of G with H ∩ A = M exists if and only if G acting by conjugation leaves {M a | a ∈ A} invariant.
Example. Suppose that π = {2, 3}. Let G = GL 5 (2) = SL 5 (2) be a group of order 99999360 = 2 10 · 3 2 · 5 · 7 · 31. Assume then that ι : x ∈ G → (x t ) −1 and G = G ⋋ ι is a natural semidirect product. By [7, Theorem 1.2] , G possesses π-Hall subgroups and each π-Hall subgroup is the stabilizer of a series of subspaces V = V 0 < V 1 < V 2 < V 3 = V , where V is a natural module of G and dim V k /V k−1 ∈ {1, 2} for every k = 1, 2, 3. Hence G possesses exactly three classes of conjugate π-Hall subgroups with representatives
, and 
The classes containing H 2 and H 3 are permuted by ι. So from Lemmas 4(1) and 6 it follows that these subgroups do not lie in π-Hall subgroups of G. Thus G has exactly one class of conjugate π-Hall subgroups, and so satisfies C π , in contrast to its normal subgroup G.
Lemma 7. Let A be a normal subgroup and let H be a π-Hall subgroup of a C π -group G. Then N G (HA) and N G (H ∩ A) satisfy C π .
Proof. Note that both N G (HA) and N G (H ∩ A) include H, and so they satisfy E π . Let K be a π-Hall subgroup of N G (HA). Since HA ¢ N G (HA) and |N G (HA) : HA| is a π ′ -number, we have K ≤ HA and KA = HA. If x ∈ G is chosen so that
Lemma 8. ([6, Corollary 9] mod CFSG) Each π-Hall of a homomorphic image of an E π -group G is the image of a π-Hall subgroup of G.
By Lemma 8 it is immediate that C π is preserved under homomorphisms.
Since all π-Hall subgroups of G are conjugate, it is enough to show that for every π-Hall subgroup K of G there exists a π-Hall subgroup U of G such that UA/A = K. The existence of U follows from Lemma 8.
If G -is a group then a G-class of π-Hall subgroups is a class of conjugate π-Hall
Recall that a finite group G is called almost simple, if G possesses a unique minimal normal subgroup S and S is a nonabelian finite group (equivalently, up to isomorphism, S ≃ Inn(S) ≤ G ≤ Aut(S) for a nonabelian finite simple group S). The proof of Theorem 1 uses the following statement on the number of classes of π-Hall subgroups in finite simple groups.
Theorem 10. ([3, Theorem 1.1], mod CFSG) Let π be a set of primes and G be an almost simple finite E π -group with the (nonabelian simple) socle S. Then the following hold.
(
Lemma 11. Let H be a π-Hall subgroup, let A be a normal subgroup of G, and HAC G (A) is normal in G (this condition is satisfied, if HA¢G). Then an A-class of π-Hall subgroups is a class of G-induced π-Hall subgroups if and only if it is H-invariant.
a | a ∈ A} is K-invariant, it follows that it is invariant under HAC G (A) = KAC G (A), and so under H.
Conversely, without loss of generality we may assume that G = HA and the claim follows from Lemma 6.
Lemma 12. Let H be a π-Hall subgroup, let A be a normal subgroup of G, and HA ¢ G.
Proof. Since HA is a normal subgroup of G, each π-Hall subgroup of G lies in HA.
Lemma 13. Let H be a π-Hall subgroup, let A be a normal subgroup of G, and HA ¢ G. Then the following are equivalent:
( 
such that every factor of the series is either a π-or π ′ -group, and, by Lemma 4(2), satisfies D π . In particular, H and K are conjugate in N HA (H ∩ A).
(2) ⇒ (3) and (3) ⇒ (1) are evident.
Then for every i = 1, . . . , s the following hold: 
The normalizer N G (A i ) permutes elements from ∆ acting by conjugation on the π-Hall subgroups of A i . Thus, it acts on ∆. By Lemma 11, ∆ 0 is the union of all one-element orbits under this action. By using σ, define an equivalent action of N G (A i ) on Γ. Since C G (A i ) lies in the kernel of both actions, the induced actions of
It is easy to see that the action of Aut G (A i ) on Γ defined in this way coincides with the natural action of the group on the set of Inn(A i )-classes of conjugate π-Hall subgroups. Since
is a π-group, by Lemma 11, Γ 0 coincides with the union of one-element orbits of Aut G (A i ) on Γ. By the definition of the action, Γ 0 is the image of ∆ 0 under σ. Since σ is a bijection, 
Proof. Two π-Hall subgroups P and Q of A are conjugate in A if and only if π-Hall subgroups P ∩ A i and Q ∩ A i of A i are conjugate in A i for every i = 1, . . . , s. In order to prove the claim it is enough to show that the product of A 1 -, . . . , A s -classes of Ginduced π-Hall subgroups is an A-class of G-induced π-Hall subgroups as well. Assume that U 1 , . . . , U s are G-induced π-Hall subgroups of A 1 , . . . , A s , respectively. We show that
is a G-induced π-Hall subgroup of A. By Lemma 11 it is enough to show that for every h ∈ H there exists a ∈ A with
where a = a 1 . . . a s ∈ A.
Lemma 16. Let H be a π-Hall subgroup, let A = A 1 × · · · × A s be a normal subgroup of G that acts transitively on the set {A 1 , . . . , A s } by conjugation, and
and, by Lemma 14, the identity
. Now we show that if x, y ∈ G are in the same coset of G by N G (A 1 ) , then for every G-induced π-Hall subgroup U 1 of A 1 the subgroups U 
Let h 1 = 1, h 2 . . . , h s be the right transversal of N H (A 1 ) in H. Since G acts transitively, up to renumbering we may assume that A i = A h i 1 and (N G (A 1 )) h
is always H-invariant and, by Lemma 11, it is an Aclass of G-induced π-Hall subgroups. Notice also that σ is injective, and so k
Consider the restriction τ of σ on the set of A 1 -classes of G-induced π-Hall subgroups. We need to show that the image of τ coincides with the set of A-classes of G-induced π-Hall subgroups in order to complete the prove, since in such case we derive the inequality k
1 for every i = 1, . . . , s. Since G acts transitively on the set {A 1 , . . . , A s }, there exists an element g ∈ G such that A g 1 = A i . Let gct, where a ∈ A, c ∈ C G (A), and t ∈ H. Then A t 1 = A i and t ∈ N H (A 1 )h i . As we already proved,
A conjugacy criterion for Hall subgroups
In the section we prove Theorem 1, Corollary 2, and provide an algorithm for determining whether G satisfies C π by using a normal series of G.
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that the claim is not true, and let G be a counterexample of minimal order. Then G possesses a π-Hall subgroup H and a normal subgroup A such that HA does not satisfy C π . We choose A to be minimal. Let K be a π-Hall subgroup of HA that is not conjugate with H in HA. We divide into several steps the process of canceling the group G.
Clearly
A is a minimal normal subgroup of G.
Otherwise assume that M is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G that is contained properly in A. Put G = G/M and, given a subgroup B of G, denote BM/M by B. By Lemma 9, G satisfies C π , H and K are π-Hall subgroups of G, A is a normal subgroup of G, HA = KA and |G| < |G|. In view of the minimality of G, the group HA satisfies C π . So H and K are conjugate by an element of A. Hence, the subgroups HM and KM are conjugate by an element of A. Without loss of generality, we may assume that HM = KM. In view of the choice of A, the group HM satisfies C π . Hence H and K are conjugate by an element of M ≤ A; a contradiction.
(3) A ∈ C π . In particular, A is not solvable. Otherwise, by Lemma 5, the group HA satisfies C π as an extension of a C π -groups by a π-group.
(4) HA is a normal subgroup of G. Otherwise N G (HA) is a proper subgroup of G and, by Lemma 7,  we have N G (HA) ∈ C π . In view of the minimality of G, it follows that HA ∈ C π ; a contradiction.
In view of (2) and (3) (5) A is a direct product of simple nonabelian groups S 1 , . . . , S m . The group G acts transitively on the set Ω = {S 1 , . . . , S m } by conjugation.
Let ∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ s be the orbits of HA on Ω, and put T j = ∆ j for every j = 1, . . . , s. In view of (4) and (5), (6) G acts transitively on {T 1 , . . . , T s } by conjugation. The subgroup A is a direct product of T 1 , . . . , T s and each of these subgroups is normal in HA.
Assume that S ∈ Ω, and let T be a subgroup, generated by the orbit from the set {∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ s } that contains S. By Lemma 16,
. By (7) and Lemmas 12 and 15
By (8), Theorem 10 and Lemmas 14 and 16
is a π-number. By Lemma 11, (10) HA fixes every A-class of G-induced π-Hall subgroups. Since G ∈ C π , (11) G acts transitively on the set of A-classes of G-induced π-Hall subgroups. In view of (10), the subgroup HA lies in the kernel of this action. Now, by (11), (12) k G π (A) is a π ′ -number. By (9) and (12), it follows that (13) k G π (A) = 1. Now by Lemma 13, (14) HA ∈ C π ; a contradiction.
Proof of Corollary 2. Necessity. If G ∈ C π , then, by Lemma 9, G/A ∈ C π as well. Let K/A be a π-Hall subgroup of G/A. By Lemma 8, there exists a π-Hall subgroup H of G such that K = HA. By Theorem 1, the group K = HA satisfies C π . Sufficiency. Let H be a π-Hall subgroup of K. Since K/A is a π-Hall subgroup of G/A, we have |G : H| = |G : K| · |K : H| is a π ′ -number, and so H is a π-Hall subgroup of G. In particular, G ∈ E π . Let H 1 , H 2 be π-Hall subgroups of G. Since G/A ∈ C π , the subgroups H 1 A/A and H 2 A/A are conjugate in G/A, and we may assume that H 1 A = H 2 A. However H 1 A ∈ C π , and so H 1 and H 2 are conjugate. Thus G ∈ C π .
Lemma 17. Assume that G = HA, where H is a π-Hall subgroup, A is a normal subgroup of G, and A = S 1 × . . . × S k is a direct product of simple groups. Then G ∈ C π if and only if Aut G (S i ) ∈ C π for every i = 1, . . . , k.
Proof. By the Hall theorem and Lemma 5 we may assume that S 1 , . . . , S k are nonabelian simple groups, and so the set {S 1 , . . . , S k } is invariant under the action of G by conjugation. Moreover this set is partitioned into the orbits Ω 1 , . . . , Ω m . Denote an element of Ω j by S i j . By Lemmas 15 and 16, we obtain
Lemmas 12 and 13 imply that HA ∈ C π if and only if k 
(S i ) = 1 holds if and only if Aut G (S i ) ∈ C π . Therefore, k G π (S i ) = 1 for every i if and only if Aut G (S i ) ∈ C π . Now we are able to give an algorithm reducing the problem, whether a finite group satisfies C π , to the check of C π -property in some almost simple groups. Assume that
is a chief series of G. Put H 1 = G = G 0 . Suppose that for some i = 1, . . . , n the group H i is constructed so that G are simple groups. We check whether
If so then by Lemma 17, we have H i /G i ∈ C π and we can take a complete preimage of a π-Hall subgroup of H i /G i to be equal to H i+1 . Otherwise, by Corollary 2, we deduce that G ∈ C π and stop the process. By Corollary 2 it follows, that G satisfies C π if and only if the group H n+1 can be constructed. Notice that in this case H n+1 is a π-Hall subgroup of G.
Corollary 18. If either 2 ∈ π or 3 ∈ π, then G ∈ C π if and only if every nonabelian composition factor of G satisfies C π .
Proof. The sufficiency follows from Lemma 5. We prove the necessity. By the above algorithm, we may assume that S ≤ G ≤ Aut(S) for a nonabelian finite simple group S, and G/S is a π-number. We need to show that S ∈ C π . Assume the contrary. Then Lemmas 11 and 13 imply that G stabilizes precisely one class of π-Hall subgroups of S. Therefore, S possesses at least three classes of π-Hall subgroups. On the other hand, since either 2 ∈ π, or 3 ∈ π, by Theorem 10 the number of classes of π-Hall subgroups in S is not greater than 2; a contradiction.
Notice that in the case 2 ∈ π the corollary is immediate from [8, Theorem A] and Lemma 5.
